SHELL DEVELOPMENT OMAN
REPORT 2018
PROUD OF OUR HISTORY IN OMAN,
COMMITTED TO ITS FUTURE.

As we look to the future, we may do so
with great optimism and a strong determination
to achieve more of our ambitions ….. We must
intensify our efforts to the utmost of our ability
and build the future of Oman
Excerpt from the speech by His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said
on the occasion of the 15th National Day on 18 November 1985

HI S MA J E S TY S ULTAN Q ABO O S BIN SAID
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COUNTRY CHAIR’S MESSAGE
DEAR READER,
I am proud to present Shell’s inaugural report outlining the
breadth of activities in which our company is involved here
in the Sultanate of Oman.
In the pages that follow, our aim is to provide you with a
snapshot of Shell’s contribution to powering progress in
the Sultanate in 2018. Shell in Oman aims to be a good
corporate citizen, helping the nation to meet its growing
energy needs and to pursue sustainable development.
To do that, we must maintain our relentless focus on the
safe and efficient business operations of Shell and the
three joint ventures in which we are partners. We must
maximise the impact of operations on the government’s
in-country value (ICV) initiative, aimed at boosting the oil
and gas industry's contribution to Oman’s socio-economic
development. And we must continue our efforts to share
the economic and social benefits of our activities with local
communities and to help Omanis to develop new skills.
Over many decades, the Sultanate of Oman and Shell
have forged a partnership that has helped to develop
the country’s energy industry. We are hugely proud to be
partners in Petroleum Development Oman (PDO), Oman
Liquefied Natural Gas (Oman LNG) and Shell Oman
Marketing Company (SOM). Together they represent a
substantial part of Oman’s economic engine and they
continue to generate significant government revenues.
To date, our partnerships in Oman have provided jobs and
created further employment through contracts with local
businesses. This emphasis on ICV is at the heart of the
operational model of our joint ventures and in our model
of doing business. And there are numerous success stories.
In 2018, PDO fully Omanised its hoist fleet for the first
time in its history by contracting five local companies
with a value that exceeded US$800 million. Over the
decades SOM has created over 120 opportunities for
local companies to become retailers and operators across
its national service station network in Oman.
Why am I highlighting these stories? Because I am proud
of the way Omanis in Shell and in our joint ventures have
developed these opportunities. I am also impressed by the
Omanis who have developed new skills through our social
investment projects.
In 2018, our “Solar into Schools” project, which we
launched in 2015 as our fifth Gift to the Nation in
collaboration with the Ministry of Education, continued the
roll-out of solar installations in schools and the provision
of training to Omani SMEs to be accredited solar SMEs/
installers. Alongside this, we have introduced in these
schools Shell’s innovative NXplorers programme, which
introduces students to techniques to help them understand
complex and interrelated problems.

In 2018, the Shell Intilaaqah programme has provided
more than 229 young Omanis with training to improve
their skills in business, planning and sustainability. Our
Shell Professional Courses offered training for some 300
young Omanis from the governmental, private and NGO
sectors, equipping them with knowledge and tools to
develop and broaden their professional skillsets.
As for the future, we are embarking on a new chapter
in our partnership with the Sultanate of Oman. As part
of Oman’s new strategy for gas, in May 2018, Shell
signed a memorandum of understanding with the
Government of Oman, covering upstream gas exploration
and development, gas-to-liquids (GTL), and renewable
energies. We hope that this leads to exploring for and
developing important new gas resources in Oman,
creating substantial further value for the country.
Throughout Shell’s history in Oman, we have seen how
strong partnerships create the bedrock for successful
projects, benefiting the community and our stakeholders
alike. We are proud of our history in Oman and committed
to its future.
Thank you.

Chris Breeze
Shell Country Chairman, Oman
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SHELL IN OMAN
Shell is active in Oman across the energy industry and is involved in
joint venture and independent activities ranging from research and
development, exploration and production to trading and retail.
Shell Oman has been a partner in the country’s remarkable
development and progress over the last several decades. We aim to
meet the energy needs of Oman with solutions that are economically,
socially and environmentally viable, now and in the future.

SHELL'S JOURNEY IN OMAN

1958
1956
PDO drilled its
ﬁrst well in the
Sultanate (Fahud).

Sultan Said bin Taimur
granted a license to Shell
to market petroleum
products in the Sultanate.
Shell forms the Shell
Company of South
Eastern Arabia.

1950

1937
Sultan Said bin Taimur granted a
75-year concession to Petroleum
Concessions Limited (owned by
forerunners of Shell, Total, Partex,
Exxon Mobil and BP) and Petroleum
Development (Oman and Dhofar) Ltd.
was established, name later changed
to PDO in 1952.

1960

1994
1970

1967

HM Sultan Qaboos
bin Said Al Said
visits PDO.

PDO’s first export
of Oil from Oman.

Government agrees
with Shell’s proposal
to study feasibility of
LNG export.

1970

1962
PDO declares commission of Yibal
Field, Total rejoins the company.
Shell Markets Middle East (later Shell
Oman Marketing Company) started
selling aviation fuels and became the
major supplier of aviation fuels at all
airports in Oman.

1974

1996

Government acquires
60% of PDO. Shell’s
share is 34%.

The establishment of
Oman LNG in
cooperation with
Royal Dutch Shell and
other corporations.
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2000

2005

2014

2015

2018

First LNG cargo exported
by Oman LNG after
project completed under
budget and ahead
of schedule.

HM Sultan Qaboos bin Said
extends Block 6 Concession for
further 40 years.

Glass Point (whose
shareholders include
SGRF and Shell)
further develop solar
EOR in Oman.

Announcement of
Shell’s 5th Gift to the
Nation: Solar into
Schools & the
revamped Shell
Intilaaqah programme.

Shell became
Operator of
Block 42 in
partnership
with OOCEP.

2000

2010

2002

2007

Shell established a
representative ofﬁce in
Oman, later called Shell
Development Oman.

Omanisation in
Shell Oman
Marketing Company
exceeded 85%.

2010
Shell signed Technical Service
Agreement with PDO giving PDO
access to Shell’s global technical and
non-technical expertise.

2017
The launch of the
ﬁrst solar school in
Birkat Al Mouz,
Nizwa.

HSSE & GOAL ZERO
We aspire to achieve our goal of no
harm to people and no damage
to the environment. To deliver this,
we work hand in hand with our Joint
Venture
partners
and
external
stakeholders to identify potential hazards
and manage risks at every stage.
We work with local organisations (i.e.
Oman Society for Petroleum Services
(OPAL), Oman Road Safety Assocation
(ORSA) and our peers to create
industry-wide standards e.g. Worker
Welfare, Road Safety, Dropped Objects
Prevention Scheme (DROPS) and support
country-wide initiatives e.g. National
Campaign for Child Car Seats, Shell
Road Safety Awards.
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SHELL’S BUSINESSES IN OMAN

11%

THROUGH
OLNG

34%
30%

SHELL
DEVELOPMENT
OMAN

SHELL OMAN
MARKETING

49%

100%

10%

<

SHELL
TECHNOLOGY
OMAN

$17M

SUPPORT

Partnerships power Shell’s businesses around the world. Our joint ventures (JVs) have been
integral to the development of the oil and gas industry since the very beginning.
They are world-class companies and Shell is proud to be part of them.
Shell is committed to supporting the success of its joint venture partners in Oman in the areas
of safety, technology, human capacity development and exchange, efficient and streamlined
processes, as well as strategic planning.
Shell’s partnerships in the Omani oil and gas industry are making major contributions to the
economic development and prosperity of the country.
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PETROLEUM
DEVELOPMENT OMAN
Petroleum Development Oman (PDO) is the foremost exploration and
production company in the Sultanate and accounts for the majority of the
country’s crude oil production. The company is owned by the Government of
Oman, Royal Dutch Shell, Total and Partex.
Shell’s association with Oman goes back to the 1930s. For the last 80
years, Shell has supported PDO in meeting its primary goal of exploring and
developing hydrocarbons in a safe, sustainable and efficient manner that
benefits all its stakeholders. This is facilitated by using new technology and
pioneering techniques such as Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) and digitalisation
across Block 6 in Oman. Shell Technology Oman has played a key role in
developing the latest technologies to support PDO's efforts in EOR.

PDO currently
operates over

178
OKĚĂGĚFS

600

#ROTNF

NGVVGĚĚSFGĚKUGRGF
per annum

1KĚ2ROFTEěKONKNGWEGSSOH

610,000
DCRRGĚSOHOKĚPGRFCX
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SHELL WELLS SUPPORT TO
PDO
Shell Wells division has been sharing its best practice "Assist and Assure"
programme with the Oman wells community. "Assist and Assure" directly
supports wells declared future aspiration and journey to Goal Zero, through
safety leadership, coaching and assurance.
Where it has been implemented rigorously, “Assist and Assure” has delivered
a steep change in safety performance by providing the dialogue necessary
to demonstrate care for everyone on the job, to support them in addressing
dilemmas, and avoid risk normalisation that imperils our Goal Zero objective. It
focuses on safety conversations to truly “Assist” employees and contractors to
drive performance in a safe environment. It further “Assures” us as a community,
in a proactive manner, that the conversations are effective and that we continue
to improve on our journey to Goal Zero.

“Wherever you go in the organisation we are confident
that you will find a common purpose and people, who
are motivated to achieve Goal Zero and make Shell the
safest business on earth.”

DRIVING CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT
THROUGH OUR PEOPLE
Supporting technical and professional autonomy for
PDO and Oman is the heart of our people strategy.
We deliver that through leveraging secondments,
having Shell staff in Oman as safety leaders, coaches
and technical experts to deliver the business objectives
and build local capability.

Digitalisation and Technology
In Oman, we work with PDO on several strategic
alliances that aim to develop, trial and then replicate
technologies that address business needs. These include
fibre optics, geophysical, materials and corrosion and
enhanced oil recovery. Additionally, we share with

PDO our success globally of deploying hundreds of
proven technologies that can be replicated in PDO if
the business case warrants it.

Capital Efﬁciency
Shell is supporting PDO in its drive for more capital
efficiency, which is aimed at delivering more production
for less cost and will free up capital for further
acceleration of development projects and increased
levels of exploration. Key to success is an integrated
approach consisting of competitive scoping, efficient
execution, supply chain transformation, and technology
and innovation.
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OMAN LNG
Oman Liquefied Natural Gas LLC (Oman LNG) is a joint venture company
established by a Royal Decree in 1994. The company engages in the business
of producing and selling Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and its by-product,
Natural Gas Liquids (NGLs).
With a 30% share in the company, Shell was involved in the design and
construction of the plant in Sur and was chosen by the Government to be the
technical and commercial adviser for the project.
Oman LNG Plant Capacity
10.4 mtpa

LNG Production

Total No. of LNG Cargoes

Total No. of NGL Cargoes

from 2000 to end of 2018

from 2000 to end of 2018

2357

630

from 2000 to end of 2018

149.4 mtpa

Reliability

97%
Utilisation

91%
LNG Production
2018

10.85

mtpa
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SHELL OMAN
MARKETING COMPANY
Shell Oman Marketing Company is a publicly listed company. Shell Oman
Marketing provides services and sells a wide range of Shell automotive,
aviation and marine products. The company also has a wide network of about
189 retail service stations strategically located throughout the Sultanate.
For over 60 years, Shell Oman has been committed to meeting the Sultanate’s
growing energy demands, and contributing to its prosperity in an economically,
environmentally and socially responsible manner by operating safely and
sharing benefits with the local community.

SHELL OMAN DOWNSTREAM PRESENCE

OMANISATION
LEVEL (APPROX.)

189

92%

LUBRICANT
BLENDING
PLANT

SERVICE STATIONS IN
STRATEGIC LOCATIONS
AROUND OMAN

80
MORE THAN

CERTIFIED PLANT

*SKU: Stock Keeping Unit

SHELL OMAN OWNS
AND OPERATES
OMAN'S ONLY

MILLION
LITRES YEARLY

MORE THAN

200
SKUs
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SHELL OMAN’S
60TH ANNIVERSARY
Shell began its downstream business activities and operations in Oman in 1958 from
its depot at Saih Al Malih, today known as Mina Al Fahal.
In December 2018, Shell Oman celebrated the 60th anniversary of its downstream
business activities in Oman. Through the years, Shell Oman has been a key and highly
engaged participant in the economy of Oman and the progress of the nation, delivering
innovative and pioneering technologies with consistent world-class quality products and
services to the Omani market, while sharing benefits with the society.
In celebration of Shell Oman’s 60th anniversary, the company launched a book on 60
years of Shell in Oman. It also became the first ever company in the private sector to
have the honour of a special collection of commemorative postage stamps issued by
Oman Post. The company also paid its respects to His Highness Sayyid Shihab with a
gift presented by Mrs. Suhaila Sulaiman Al Ismaily, who has been working with Shell
Oman for 37 years, and Mr. Said Sabeel Al Wahaibi, who has been working with
Shell Oman for 47 years.
The completion of 60 years brings on new opportunities and progress in the fuel
marketing scene. The launch of Shell V-Power, assessed as the “best performance and
efficiency fuel” and the first solar-powered service station in Mukhaizna, shows the
continuous commitment to more and cleaner energy solutions for Oman.
Shell Oman Marketing Company SAOG, on the occasion, reiterated that with the onset
of the new era, there is a complete shift in the way business is carried out in terms of
deals, marketplace, supply and demand. It emphasized that Shell Oman has already
started deploying resources, expertise and best practices to meet the Sultanate’s growing
energy demands in an economically, environmentally and socially responsible way,
while creating sustainable benefits for the society.

SHELL TECHNOLOGY OMAN
Shell Technology Oman (STO) was launched in
November 2006 as an Enhanced Oil Recovery
(EOR) Research and Development Hub, which forms
an integral part of the Shell Global EOR Technology
organisation. STO focuses primarily on developing
and deploying EOR technologies to increase ultimate
recovery at competitive costs through injection of
chemicals, gas, steam, or in combination.

Shell Technology Oman shares knowledge on the
hydrocarbon recovery optimisation technologies with
Oman by partnering with PDO and providing local
expertise and local staff training.
Shell has achieved success in working with partners to
apply our technologies in highly tailored or innovative
process configurations, unlocking extra value for the

Our deep understanding of reservoir behaviour and
oilfield economics enables the selection of the best
recovery technique. Shell has been deeply committed
to hydrocarbon recovery optimisation technology
development and deployment for more than 50 years.

country and local business. Shell Technology Oman
has been a strong supporter and contributor to Oil and
Gas West Asia (OGWA) and the Society of Petroleum
Engineers (SPE) Oman EOR Conference.
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Shell Technology Oman supports PDO's Enhanced Oil Recovery efforts through
the following technologies:
• Polymer flooding in challenging fields
• Alkaline-surfactant-polymer (ASP)
• Gas injection and thermal/hybrid technologies

NEW BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
In May 2019, Shell signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) with the Government of Oman
to cover proposed energy development projects
in Oman. The agreement covers upstream gas
exploration, gas-to-liquid (GTL), and new energies.

with Shell’s strategy of building a resilient and relevant

The proposed investments will help Oman meet its
energy needs and growth aspirations and are aligned

and continue exporting LNG. But forging strong and

portfolio that is positioned for long term success.
With recently discovered gas reserves, Oman is well
placed to meet its own rising demand for electricity
long-lasting partnerships is crucial to its success.

Maarten Wetselaar, Shell Integrated Gas & New Energies Director, said: “Shell has a long and proud
history in Oman, and we are pleased to have the opportunity to take it to new levels through our proposed
programme of development and investment in the country. We are hopeful we can use Shell’s integrated
gas and new energies investment to accelerate Oman’s diversification and industrialisation agenda. The
proposals could also enhance in-country value, resulting in value and job creation in Oman’s economy.”
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Upstream Gas Exploration
We are helping to meet growing global energy demand and limit CO2 emissions by producing more,
cleaner-burning natural gas. Natural gas powers, heats and cools industries, homes and businesses;
and it goes into many everyday essentials.

Gas to Liquid
Shell’s gas-to-liquids (GTL) technology converts natural gas into high-quality liquid products that would
otherwise be made from crude oil. These include transportation fuels, motor oils and the ingredients for
everyday necessities like plastics, detergents and cosmetics.
GTL products are colourless and odourless. They contain almost none of the impurities – sulphur,
aromatics and nitrogen – found in crude oil.

New Energies
Shell’s New Energies business builds on our experience in lower-carbon technology and explores new
commercial models focused on the world’s energy transition.
Shell is working to understand the shifting energy landscapes and to seek the right business opportunities.
We are looking to explore – and lay foundations for – a range of new energy models. We are playing
our part in the transition towards a low-carbon future. We aim to cut the net carbon footprint of our
energy products – measured in grams of CO2 per megajoule of energy consumed – by around half by
2050. Our New Energies business, set up in 2016 and focusing on new fuels and power, supports
this ambition.

NEW INTEGRATED ENERGY
DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS IN OMAN

Upstream Gas Exploration

Gas-to-Liquid

New Energies
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SOCIAL INVESTMENT
Contributing to sustainable development is integral to the way Shell does business in Oman.
As we work to help meet Oman’s growing energy needs, we aim to share benefits with local
communities and reduce impacts of our operations.

ROAD SAFETY
“While we believe that life and death are destined by Allah, we know that the Almighty has
ordained that people should not cast themselves on perils. While some may die in these
accidents, others who survive may be disabled and a burden for themselves, their families and
their society. Therefore, we should join hands and beware of this issue. I put this issue in this
way and advise everyone to attach great importance to it.”
His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said
18 October 2009
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SHELL ROAD SAFETY AWARDS
Running for 11 years, Shell Road Safety Awards is an annual nationwide
road safety awareness competition sponsored by Shell Oman, and
supported by Oman’s Ministry of Education, Royal Oman Police and
Sultan Qaboos University.

WHAT IS SHELL ROAD SAFETY AWARDS?

WINNER OF 2017-2018

The Shell Road Safety Awards is a nationwide competition, aimed at highlighting
the importance of road safety and to bring communities together.

Cycle 1 Schools (Basic School 1-4)

TOTAL NUMBER OF
SCHOOLS PARTICIPATED

=495

SHELL ROAD SAFETY
AWARDS CYCLE

MALE
SCHOOLS

FEMALE
SCHOOLS

14

LS

1

Riyadh Al Ebda School

Batinah North

nd

2

Al Mashariq School

Muscat

Jalan School

Sharqiya South

3

rd

Place

School

Governorate

1

st

Kaab bin Malik School

Batinah North

nd

2

Abdullah bin Harith

Batinah South

Al Rodha School

Sharqiya South

rd

1

Post Basic Schools

OO

AWARDS

O

Governorate

3
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3
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School

st

Cycle 2 Schools (Basic School 5-9)

LE 2

NUMBER OF BOYS &
GIRLS PARTICIPATED

Place

POST BASIC

Place

School

Governorate

1

st

Al Huqain School

Batinah South

2

nd

Hawa bint Yazid

Batinah North

Seah Al Maasahi School

Dakhliya

3

rd

3 SCHOOLS

Private Schools
Place

EXCELLENCE AWARDS

School

Governorate

1

Al Falaj School

Batinah North

2nd

Omar bin Al Khattab School

Buraimi

3rd

Al Ibtihaj School

Sharqiya North

st

Special Education Schools
EXCELLENCE IN THE FIELD OF
COMPREHENSIVE TRAFFIC
AWARENESS

EXCELLENCE IN THE
FIELD OF COMMUNITY
PARTNERSHIP

EXCELLENCE IN THE
FIELD OF SUPPORT
AND SUSTAINABILITY

Place

School

Governorate

1st

Special Education School

Muscat

THE NATIONAL CAMPAIGN FOR
CHILD CAR SEATS
LED BY OMAN ROAD SAFETY
ASSOCIATION (ORSA), THE CHILD CAR
SEAT CAMPAIGN IS A JOINT CAMPAIGN
BETWEEN SHELL, PDO, OMAN LNG
AND SHELL OMAN MARKETING TO
SUPPORT THE ROYAL OMAN POLICE’S
TRAFFIC LAW THAT WAS ISSUED IN
EARLY 2018, WHICH MANDATES
CHILDREN UNDER THE AGE OF 4 TO BE
IN A CAR SEAT.

Statistics show that road accidents are a leading cause
of death and injury for children. There is strong evidence
that correct and appropriate child car seat use improves
safety by reducing risk of injury and death in children.
The campaign advocates for the use of child car seats,
through public outreach activities implemented across
a number of schools, hospitals and shopping malls
throughout Oman to raise awareness on protecting
children; through caretakers being offered specialised
training on proper installation and provisions being
made to ensure that child seats are accessible and
affordable; and through further reinforcement in
company prescribed internal human resources and
health and safety policies of participating energy
partners, immediately impacting nearly ten thousand
families.
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ENERGY TRANSITION

“As we have said, several times, oil, in addition to being a finite resource, is exposed
to the fluctuations and instability of the market. It is not wise, nor good policy, to be
dependent on oil as a sole resource to finance our development.”
His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said
18 November 1998
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SOLAR INTO SCHOOLS
In 2015, "Solar into Schools" initiative was launched in Oman in collaboration with Ministry of
Education, as Shell Development Oman’s Fifth Gift to the Nation. The project is designed as a
fully-rounded initiative to contribute to both Oman’s energy and economy. "Solar into Schools"
focuses on developing Omani SMEs, contributing to Oman’s energy transition journey and
boosting interest in Omani youth in Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) and
entrepreneurship.

CONSTRUCT, COMMISSION AND OPERATE SMALL
SCALE GRID CONNECTED SOLAR PLANTS IN
SCHOOLS IN OMAN USING OMANI SMEs

5
BUILD LOCAL CAPACITY

NUMBER OF
SCHOOLS
COMPLETED

PV TRAINING - 2018

4 SMEs
SHELL SIGNED AGREEMENTS WITH 4
SMEs TO WORK ON THIS PROJECT
HUSSAM TECHNOLOGY CO. (HTC),
FAJWA SOLAR,
NAFATH AND
CONTINENTAL SHELF
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SOLAR ENERGY
ENTREPRENEURS

TRAINED IN ITS ANNUAL PV
TRAINING BY SHELL
DEVELOPMENT OMAN

TOTAL INSTALLED

CAPACITY
000695
KILOWATTS

# OF PV PANELS

INSTALLED
TYPES OF PV
INSTALLATION - FLAT
ROOF, PITCHED ROOF,
GROUND MOUNT, CAR
PARK, STUDENT SHADE

3,246

STUDENTS
TOTAL NUMBER OF
STUDENTS ATTENDING
SOLAR POWERED SCHOOLS
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NXPLORERS
NXplorers is a Shell innovative educational programme that introduces
young people to the complex and creative thinking needed to bring about
positive change. Focused on the food - water - energy nexus, the programme
aims to build awareness, develop knowledge and provide thinking tools
and complex problem solving skills to the leaders of the future.
Shell Oman aims to raise awareness of energy problems and inspire
young Omanis' interest in STEM at an early age to instil an innovative
mindset and advocate for the relevancy of their role through education and
entrepreneurship.
Shell worked together with the Ministry of Education and Engineering
Village, a local SME, to implement the curricula in 10 current and future solar
schools. The carefully developed programme has already benefitted around
520 students, and has equipped 50 science teachers and career advisors
with the necessary information and methods to nurture the development of
Omani youth.

In August 2018, Shaping Learning, Shell’s global and strategic
training partner, successfully trained a team from Engineering
Village, an Omani SME, to facilitate the NXplorers programme
into schools under the "Solar into Schools" initiative.

YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
“We firmly believe in the role of (Omani) youth in making the present and the future, and it is
our concern to develop their capacities, provide their basic needs, and prepare them soundly
to undertake their duty to serve their country."
His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said
18 November 1985
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SHELL ECO-MARATHON
Shell Eco-marathon is a
global mileage challenge
where
student
teams
compete to design, build
and drive the most energy
efficient vehicle possible.
Shell Eco-marathon is both
a competition and an
educational platform that
encourages innovation and
fosters the development of
leading technologies for
greater energy efficiency.
The competition requires engineering students from
around the world to design, engineer and build
energy efficient vehicles. The vehicles are then
tested during the Shell Eco-marathon, where they
determine which team’s vehicle can go the furthest
distance on a limited amount of fuel.
The Omani team ‘Megalodon’ from German
Technology University (GUtech) proudly represented
Oman at the Shell Eco-marathon Asia 2018 in
Singapore, taking 3rd place in the prototype diesel
category and a commendable 17th place out of
30 in the prototype internal combustion class. The

teams were challenged to design, build and test
an ultraenergy-efficient vehicle. The Omani team
competed against 122 student teams from 18
countries in Asia and the Middle East. The group
was judged on their selected energy source and
on the track performance, where cars drive a fixed
number of laps at a set speed and on the least
amount of fuel.
2019 will be GUtech’s 5th consecutive year and
Caledonian College of Engineering's 3rd year of
participation in Shell Eco-marathon.

TRAINING FOR DEVELOPMENT
“Considerable attention has been given to education and vocational training, thus substantially
fitting our sons to take part in building and developing their country. It is important to expend greater
efforts on further improving our policies to place reliance on our Omani manpower in all fields.”
His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said
18 November 1988
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SHELL PROFESSIONAL COURSES
The Shell Professional Courses initiative includes a
number of courses designed to empower individuals
with professional skills ranging from strategic thinking
and leadership techniques to project management.

SHELL COURSES
TRAIN AROUND

300 OMANI

PROFESSIONALS

ANNUALLY WITH VITAL
SOFT SKILLS THAT WILL
HELP THEM DEVELOP IN
THE WORKPLACE

Shell Courses target NGOs, public sector organisations,
Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) and members of
the public.

EACH COURSE

RUNNING FOR

MORE THAN 10 YEARS

LASTS 3 DAYS
OFFERS SOFT SKILLS COURSES
TO GOVERNMENT
INSTITUTIONS, JVs, SMEs
AND NGOs

10 COURSES

OFFERED PER YEAR

SHELL GRADUATE PROGRAMME
Our graduates explore a world of opportunity and
get to experience how the Shell Graduate Programme
enhances their career. Through structured learning,
hands-on projects, continuous feedback, and supportive

colleagues, the Shell Graduate Programme gives the
young employees a chance to grow and have impact
internally within the Shell network, as well as externally.

Ammar Al Jabri
Role: Economist in the Commercial department
Joined Shell Development Oman on 1 May 2017
"The graduate programme has been a very rewarding experience. I have had
the opportunity to learn from my peers’ experiences and support, as well as
benefit from Shell’s extensive knowledge network. I also had the chance to take
up new challenges which made my role a lot more fulfilling, especially after
getting positive feedback from my line manager.
By getting exposed to the oil and gas sector, and gaining experience from
experts, I was able to leverage what I previously knew and build on it with the
contribution of my peers in the commercial discipline."

Rajwah Al Rawahi
Role: Commercial Advisor Governing Oman LNG
Joined Shell Development Oman on 4 October 2018
"The programme comes with its challenges, yet, it is a rewarding experience.
I get to work with people who are experts in their field, and make connections
as well.
This programme took me out of my comfort zone, and helped me with my
interpersonal skills through networking with stakeholders. It also helped me
look at the bigger picture of the business and the industry, and aided the
development of my decision making skills."
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Suhaila Al Hajri
Role: Well Engineer in the Wells department
Joined Shell Development Oman on 1 November 2018
“Being the first Omani female graduate joining the wells department in Shell
Development Oman, I must say I am very privileged to be a part of such a great
organisation. The graduate programme is intensive and challenging, however
it’s a valuable experience. You receive a world-class training in your role which
develops your expertise and aims to provide you with all the competencies
to be a future leader. You get to work and socialise with highly experienced
people gaining knowledge and exposure in the oil and gas industry which
enhances your technical and interpersonal skills.”

SHELL SUMMER INTERNSHIP
The Shell Internship gives young and ambitious Omani
students the opportunity to put their textbook knowledge
to practice. It thrusts them into the corporate world and

tests skills that are not typically tested in the classroom.
Marwa Al Yousufi and Nouf Al Abri are success stories
that have been hired by Shell.

Marwa Al Yousufi
Summer 2018 Trainee – External Relations, Intilaaqah Programme
“My training opportunity was very rewarding, yet challenging. I learnt a lot and
improved my leadership, stakeholder management and communications skills.
This training has transformed my personality, I have became more outgoing and
gained confidence.
This training has helped me stand confidently on my own two feet. Coming
from an electrical and electronics engineering background, I was lacking soft
skills such as communications. It was very challenging in the beginning but I
quickly developed a support network. The culture in Shell Development Oman
prompted me to achieve greater goals through team work."

Nouf Al Abri
Summer 2017 Trainee – Shell Technology Oman
"I was privileged to work with the Shell Technology Oman team. I worked as
a reservoir engineering intern for two months, reporting to Vaclav Lastovka, a
reservoir engineer (PhD). During this period, I contributed to an Enhanced Oil
Recovery project for a PDO operation in one of their sites; also, I connected
with members from the Asset Management Team and Shell Development Oman
to gain upstream knowledge.
The knowledge and the sets of skills I gained during the internship gave me the
advantage to land a job in Shell because I built up the right skills that Shell is
looking for when recruiting graduates. I applied for the Graduate Programme,
I was able to pass the assessment and now I work as a Process Engineer in
the HSSE team.”

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT
“As you know, we aim to prepare ourselves for the 21st Century in enabling the Omani economy
to achieve its strategic evolution. Thus our economy will no longer be dependent on Government
expenditure, oil resources and foreign workers, but it will enter a better and more comprehensive
phase, based on private initiative, nationally trained workers, and sustained established resources.”
His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said
18 November 1996

INTILAAQAH
Shell Intilaaqah programme is a part
of Shell LiveWire International, a social
investment initiative launched in the year 1982, in
Scotland. In Oman, Intilaaqah was first launched in
1995. The programme aims to support the realisation
of Oman Vision 2020 on human resource and private
sector development, and economic diversification.
Following the Fifth Gift to The Nation announcement
in 2015, Shell launched the revamped Shell
Intilaaqah programme, the Public Authority for Small
and Medium Enterprise Development (Riyada).

IMPACT HIGHLIGHTS (2016 – 2018)
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Total number of
workshops held

101

New startups

1139

1284

Jobs created for
Omani Youth

Trained

280 Support
provided to
established
business

23
Public and Private
sector partnership

11

No. of
governorates
covered

ASPIRE & INSPIRE
Aspire and Inspire focuses on empowering
participants to take calculated risks to excel
in their business journey, in order to be able to
inspire others by sharing the valuable lessons they
learned along the way. Through the Five phases
of the programme, Intilaaqah has helped aspiring
participants evolve as they build the skillset,
knowledge and develop their business ideas.

THE PHASES INCLUDE BRIGHT IDEAS FOR
BUSINESS PROJECTS, HOW TO BECOME
A SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS OWNER,
COUNSELLING AND MENTORING,
SPECIALISED TRAINING, AND MANAGING
CASH CRISES.
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SHELL INTILAAQAH SPONSORSHIP AND PARTICIPATION AT EBDAAT
OMANIA
Ebdaat Omania is an annual exhibition showcasing handcrafts, family-run business, and small and medium scaled
enterprises (SMEs). The event is organised by Riyada to develop, grow, and promote participants’ products in
alignment with the market’s needs, and exchange the experiences among other participants and visitors.

RIYADA TALK
Ebdaat Omania also saw the participation of Shell
Intilaaqah in the “Riyada Talk” competition, organised
by Riyada from November 29 to 30, which featured
the competition “Support and Financing of Participating
Entrepreneurs”. The competition was an opportunity for
investors to evaluate projects and choose proposals
that will potentially receive a grant, as well as a key
business partnership. The chosen businesses included the
“International Specialised Centre for Heart and Vascular
Disease” “Rove Adventures” and the translation platform
“Mutrjmcom”. The grants were offered in the form of
services to winners that can contribute to the development
of their businesses as well as tracking the return on investment and key performance indicators over a full year of grant. In
addition, “Riyada Talk” highlighted inspirational stories of successful entrepreneurs from Oman.

INTILAAQAH LITE
"Intilaaqah Lite" is a competition that aims to spread entrepreneurship awareness amongst 10th graders across all
government schools, by encouraging students to think innovatively, plan and compete for the best business idea.
Intilaaqah Lite winner details:
First Place Winner

Second Place Winner

Third Place Winner

Name: Ahmed Khamis Juma
Al Tobi

Name: “Sahhah” Date Products

Name: Arwa Ali Al Khuzaimi
and Shama Ibrahim Al Belushi

Governorate: Al Dakhiliya
Business Idea: Smart Cart: A
smart shopping cart that follows
you as you shop. The cart
scans, records and sums up
price of items inserted.

Governorate: Al Dhahira
Business Idea: Innovative sweets
and desserts made from dates
mixed with a variety of different
flavours.

Governorate: North Batinah
Business Idea: Healthy Water:
A water cooler made from
traditional Omani pottery.

NOMOU FUND
Through Shell’s 2005 ‘Gift to the Nation’ a fund was
initiated to empower Omani entrepreneurs and create
jobs in the region. Initially named the Intilaaqah Fund,
it was established in 2006, and rebranded in 2013
as the Nomou Oman Fund. It is part of the regional
Nomou investment fund programme co-established by
GroFin and Shell Foundation and managed by GroFin.

Nomou Fund is an innovative business model which
provides an integrated solution of growth finance,
tailored business support, and access to markets for
start-ups as well as existing SMEs across the Sultanate to
support viable SMEs and contribute towards sustainable
job creation.
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ENVIRONMENT
“It is a duty which must be undertaken by each citizen, to
guarantee the protection of our natural resources and protect the
beautiful and distinguished nature which God Almighty granted
to our beloved Oman.”
His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said
18 November 1985

WATER BIRD MIGRATION STUDY
In partnership with the Ministry of Environment and Climate Affairs and
Wetlands International, Shell Development Oman funded the first full Spring
Migration count of the Wetlands Reserve in Al Wusta Governorate which
includes the Barr Al Hikman peninsula, to reinforce the global importance of
the wetlands reserve in Oman. The survey revealed that over 300,000 birds
of approximately 80 different species have made the intertidal wetland on the
coast of Oman their home for resting and feeding during their annual migration.
The partners launched a book titled “Barr Al Hikman: Shorebird Paradise in
Oman” to coincide with the National Day celebrations on 12 November
2018. The launch was attended by the Guest of Honour H.E. Mohammed bin
Salim Al Toobi, Minister of Environment and Climate Affairs.

Ministry of Environment and Climate Affairs, Wetlands
International and Shell Development Oman reinforce
global importance of the wetlands reserve in Al Wusta
Governorate.

EARTH HOUR
Organised by the World Wildlife Fund, Earth Hour is a global movement
designed to celebrate a commitment to the planet by switching off non-essential
lights for one designated hour. Ultimately, Earth Hour aims to encourage the
global community to share the opportunities and challenges of cultivating a
sustainable world.
For one hour, the offices of Shell Oman in the Mina Al Fahal area, over a
total area of 10,000 square metres, shut down power. All lights and electrical
appliances were switched off inside the premises.
Over the last seven years, Earth Hour has been gaining traction in Oman. Earth
Hour started as a lights-off event in Sydney, Australia, in 2007. Since then, it
has grown to engage more than 7,000 cities and towns across 187 countries
and territories.

SPONSORSHIPS AND DONATIONS
“The forthcoming phase requires that the private sector undertakes the greatest role in it by
developing its capabilities in utilising its experiences and diversifying its skills, in order to
enhance its contribution to both economic and social development.”
His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said
2 June 1995

We play an active role in strengthening the community through a number of programmes, donations and
sponsorships. We look for opportunities that focus on economic development and overall prosperity of the Omani
society.

Tournament of Champions
“My team of myself (Ismat Qayum), Faaris Kukkadi, and Matthew Reddy debuted BSM's first ever participation
in the "Tournament of Champions" - in fact, Oman's first ever participation in the Tournament of Champions
at the University of Yale. We won a trophy by being top ten in the Scholar's Challenge, which for the team's
first ever participation, was an exceptional feat. Our goal was simply that: to ensure that Oman is a strong
competitor within the World Scholar's Cup, as this country is one of great potential.” – Ismat Qayum
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Hirfati Awards

Child Care Centre Library

Shell Intilaaqah sponsored the Hirfati awards for students
who completed the ‘Hirfati’ programme, which empowers
Oman’s youth to take the country’s rich arts and crafts culture
to new entrepreneurial heights by providing them with skills
for start-ups in cultural projects.

In a joint effort with the 'Let’s Read' team in Dar Al Attaa,
Shell Development Oman completed a renovation project
for the Child Care Centre library.

Ramadan Donation Campaign
On a yearly basis, Shell Development Oman holds a
donation campaign during the holy month of Ramadan.
The campaign sees the distribution of packages containing
essential food items for Ramadan to families in need around
the Sultanate, which is done in collaboration with the staff of
Shell Oman and Omani charity organisations.

The library’s interior was renovated and a new projector
was installed. The initiative also includes restocking the
bookshelves of the library (both in Arabic and English) as
well as providing learning aids.
On the opening day of the renovated library, the 'Let’s Read'
“Maktabati” bus visited the Child Care Centre, where the
children were able to choose any of the books that were
available for their new library.

The library at the Child Care Center

EXHIBITIONS AND CONFERENCES
OGWA Exhibitions and SPE Conference
Shell Development Oman showcased their energy transition capabilities and social investment
projects at the Oil and Gas West Asia (OGWA) exhibition and the Society of Petroleum
Engineers (SPE) Conference, at which Sami Iskandar, Shell Executive Vice President for Upstream
Non-operated Ventures, was a keynote speaker.
The exhibition was held at Oman’s Convention and Exhibition Centre from March 26 to 28 and
Shell was among 300 companies from 19 different countries to present a range of initiatives
to key industry players. Shell’s "Solar into Schools" project and "Shell Eco-marathon" were on
display at a dedicated exhibit. Guests were treated to an interactive round of virtual golf and a
fun energy transition quiz.
As part of maintaining their lead role as the Sultanate’s energy partner of choice, Shell experts
are Chairpersons of the organising committee of the SPE Conference and are involved in panel
discussions, training sessions and workshops.

Khareef Salalah Road Safety Exhibition
The Khareef Salalah Road Safety Exhibition is an annual event that
targets families visiting Salalah during the busy monsoon season.
During this season, high traffic volumes in the area cause frequent
road accidents.
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Shell Oman organised a road safety awareness campaign in
Salalah. Shell introduced activities to teach children road safety
behaviours, such as “Shell Traffic Village" and "Spot the
Safe Behaviours“.
First Sustainability Conference
We participated in the “First Sustainability Conference” that
was hosted by Oman Centre of Governance and Sustainability.
The conference created a platform to discuss strategies towards
national policies on sustainability.
Emmanuel Anyim, Shell’s Social Performance Manager MENA,
represented Shell at the event as one of the main speakers and a
member of the discussion panel.
Oman Partnership and Social Responsibility Forum
Shell Development Oman was a main sposnor of Al Roya’s “Oman Partnership and Social Responsibility Forum”. As part of Shell’s
participation in the event, Muna Al Shukaili, GM External Relations and Social Investment Lead at Shell Development Oman shared
best practices implemented through some of Shell Oman’s Social Investment initiatives such as “Solar into Schools” and NXplorers.

Oman Energy Forum
We sponsored and participated in Oman Energy Forum.
The event took place as part of an ongoing commitment
by government, industry and academia stakeholders to
review, refresh and strategically agree to implement key
recommendations put forward in the Oman Energy Master
Plan 2040. Brian Davis, VP Energy Solutions represented
Shell and presented a case study on Europe’s Energy Transition
with focus on Shell’s acquisition of First Utility, a leading UK
household energy and broadband provider, and NewMotion,
a Dutch firm with 30,000 private charging points at homes
and offices in Europe. Chris Breeze, Shell Country Chairman
in Oman, hosted an industry roundtable discussion on Local
Supply Chain/ICV and the Energy Transition.
Gas & LNG Middle East Summit
Shell was the Platinum Sponsor of the prestigious Gas
and LNG Middle East Summit under the patronage of
Dr. Mohammed Al Rumhy, Minister of Oil and Gas. The
summit took place between 29 to 30 October 2018 at the
Oman Convention & Exhibition Centre. The event covered
key topics related to the development of gas production,
infrastructure, sustainability, and innovation.
During the summit, Sabeur Mansar, Vice President Commercial
and New Business Development, represented Shell in the
opening panel on Gas and LNG Market Trends. In addition,
Asje Tempelman, Shell’s Vice President for Ventures East
delivered a speech titled, “A Bright Future for Oman”.

ﻧـــﻌـــﺘـــــﺰ ﺑــــﺘـــﺎرﻳـــﺨﻨﺎ

ﻓـﻲ ُﻋـــﻤــﺎن

وﻣـﻠـﺘـﺰﻣـﻮن ﺑـﻤـﺴـﺘـﻘـﺒﻠﻬﺎ
PROUD OF OUR HISTORY

IN OMAN
AND COMMITTED TO ITS FUTURE

اﻟﻄﺎﻗﺔ اﻟﺸﻤﺴﻴﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺪارس

SOLAR INTO SCHOOLS
#ﺷﻞ_إﻟﻰ_ﻋﻤﺎن

#SHELLTOOMAN

